
Broadstripes



Here’s how it works:
An organizer texts out a link 
to a digital card...

Winning campaigns start here

Broadstripes

SOME OF THE UNIONS USING BROADSTRIPES

A worker signs it and 
shares it with other 
workers she knows...

The organizer sees 
each signed card as 
it comes in...

 and files for an election!

Better organizing starts with a conversation.
Bulk texts. Online cards. Phone-banking. Mass email. We have the tools 
organizers need to build membership, win campaigns, and make change.
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Ready to get started?

How our pricing works

Start with a free demo

Our pricing model is simple  — you pay once a year for a 
subscription based on the number of people you’re actively 
organizing. Included in the cost is unlimited email and our 
basic level of text messaging.

The subscription also includes training to help your team 
get up to speed quickly, as well as ongoing support.

Is Broadstrips right for you? Let’s find out!
Broadstripes supports organizers working in any industry or 
community context, and can be configured for even the most 
unique shop structures. Want to see how it will work for you? 

We invite you to a personalized no-commitment online 
demo to find out. You can see Broadstripes features in depth 
and ask questions specific to your organizing. 

Call us today!

info@broadstripes.com 
(203) 350-9824 
www.broadstripes.com

Broadstripes

Get your message out quickly
• Mobilize groups in no time with 
built-in phone banking

• Send group email & SMS blasts
• Collect signed cards digitally
• Share your lists & useful searches

Make the app your own 
• Configure any project to match 
the specific way you see turf 

• Add unlimited custom fields
• Define your roles, employments, 
leadership & social groups 

• Offer simplified views for data entry
• Generate helpful status reports, 
political maps & driving routes

Simplify teamwork

• See support and opposition 
at a glance on your personal 
dashboard

• Track the details of your team’s 
organizing interactions on a 
shared timeline

• Access current lists and contact 
info at any time from any device 

Support remote and in-person work

• Connect with just a web browser
• There’s nothing to install or update
• Your data stays safe and secure

Why Broadstripes?

Call or email for a demo!


